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eleven years; and we rarely leave there without a
few tears being shed. Tears of gratefulness to our
Mighty God who honored our prayers for a healing
place. Glory to His name.

2014 parts CFL’s Eleventh Anniversary!
We have all heard the phrase, “Where does
time go, or time sure flies.” For us at CFL the last
eleven years have seen dramatic changes in the
Heart of America Wall for the Unborn at 1216 SE
Republican in Topeka.
For those of us on the board of directors it
has been an amazing journey! When Barbara
Saldivar founded CFL we had a vision and a
purpose; and that was about all. But God began
working!
First: Evelyn Ibrahim donated a piece of ground.
Second: A Board of Directors was formed.
Third: Clean up of the ground was next and
required a lot of man power and endurance.
Forth: We hammered out a constitution and elected
officers.
Fifth: We began sending out a newsletter.
Sixth: We had a city wide rally with Star Parker.
Seventh: We began contacting churches and
individuals to support our healing ministry.
(That was probably the most time consuming.)
But finally after about four years we were
able to place our first monument on the property.
That was an exciting day!! Looking back on it
now. It looked so alone there. No grass, no
flowers, no fence, no benches, no sidewalks and
needing more finances to proceed.
But, our Lord was so faithful! Today the
Heart of America Memorial for the Unborn is a
spectacular and beautiful garden.
We have held many individual or group
memorials. We have seen many families healed
and restored thorough the memorial. Was it worth
it????? Oh, Yes!!! Every time we are together
there we all pinch ourselves as we relive the last

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY TO
US!
The National Day of Remembrance
for Aborted Children
Two years ago in September CFL joined
with many around our nation to honor the lives of
over 55 million aborted children. This event will
be annually and is a time when we can join hands
and hearts with the rest of the nation to remember
the loss of these innocent lives.

